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Abstract: 

This framework is created utilizing the 

commonneed required by the client where a 

sutilizing the phone catalog book. In order to 

keep upgraded the phone book catalog, the 

admin will have the specialist to include and 

erase as well as adjust the existing records inside 

the phone book catalog. The clients of the 

registry will only have the specialist to look any 

specific record and postingpoints of interest of 

all accessible records. Admin will have the 

authority to perform different operations such as 

includeclient records, look any specific record, 

erase record, adjust existing record etc. To 

supply the search result insidebriefinterval of 

time optimized lookcalculation code has been 

used which can able to supply the resultsinside 

seconds. 

To form all operations as simpler as possible, 

client friendly approach has been taken into 

consideration by which users need toonlyallow 

their replyamidlastconfirmationto form their 

operations fruitful. The 

foundationhandlingframework will pay attention 

of all handlingassignment and keep 

upinformationintegrity in arrange to diminish the 

excess of information. For looking operation, 

clients will able to urge any specific record 

utilizing their contact or phone number but the as 

it were condition is that, clients record must be 

accessibleinside the recordframework. In the 

event that no such record will be accessible, 

appropriatemistake message will be shown as per 

client input given to the framework. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Foundation: 

A phonecatalog (moreover called a phone book 

and phone book) could be aposting of 

phonesupporters in a geographicalregion or 

subscribers to administrationsgiven by the 

organization that distributes the catalog. It 

comprises of the title as well as the telephone 

number of individualsincluded as contact within 

the directory. Title and phone number are shown 

in sequential order. 

 

PURPOSE: 

In “TELEPHONE DIRECTORY” we have done 

frameworkplan, source coding, and program 

testing and includednumerous more highlights to 

encourage the client with the leading. We have 

given the client the facility to enter the person’s 

record and giving the alternative to save and 

erase that record and numerous more choices. In 

this modernframework all the usefulness has 

been included to meet the clientnecessities of the 

client in fair few seconds. 
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Applications: 

Telephone catalog has been regularly in utilize in 

our existence. We commonly see 

phoneregistryintroduced in PSTN phone sets, 

versatile phone etc. Telephone Registry 

application gives the capacity to look, see, and 

overseesections in a catalog.  

Mobile Catalog application ought topermit any 

subscriber with any sort of versatiledevice that 

supports GPRS to right awaylookphone contact 

number of any person. The search result 

information loads specifically to the versatile 

screen and gives the clientalternative to CALL, 

Save, View, SEND TO FRND or Discard. 

PortableCatalogkills the need to call any other 

call centre. 

 

Content: 

 

Subscriber names are for the most part 

recorded in sequential order, along with their 

postal or street address and phone number. In 

rule each supporter within the topographical 

scope range is recorded, but supporters may ask 

the prohibition of their number from the catalog, 

frequently for a expense; their number is at that 

point said to be "unlisted" (US and Canada), "ex-

directory" (British English), "private" or private 

number (Australia and Unused Zealand).[3]  

A phone registry may moreover give 

informational: how to utilize the phone benefit, 

how to dial a specific number, be it 

neighbourhood or worldwide, what numbers to 

get to imperative and emergency services, 

utilities, clinics, specialists, and organizations 

who can give back in times of emergency. It may 

too have gracious defence or emergency 

management data. There may be travel maps, 

postal code/zip code guides, universal dialling 

codes or stadium seating charts, as well as 

advertising. 

 

 

 

TYPES: 

 

A phone catalog and its substance may be known 

by the colour of the paper it is printed on. 

 White pages for the most part show 

individual or alphabetic listings. 

 Yellow pages, golden pages, A2Z, or 

classified catalog is as a rule a "business 

directory", where businesses are recorded 

in order inside each of numerous 

classifications (e.g., "legal counsellors"), 

almost continuously with paid 

advertising.  

 Dim pages (Grey Pages), in some cases 

called an "invert phone catalog", 

permitting subscriber points of interest to 

be found for a given number. Not 

accessible in all purviews. (These 

postings are regularly distributed 

independently, in a city catalog, or 

beneath another title, for a cost, and made 

accessible to commercial and government 

agencies.) Other colours may have other 

implications; for illustration, data on 

government organizations is regularly 

printed on blue pages or green pages. 

 

 

Publication: 

 

Phonecatalogues can be published in hardcopy or 

in electronic shape. Within thelast-mentioned 

case, the catalog can be used given as an 

internetbenefit through exclusive terminals or 

over the Web, or on physical media such as CD-

ROM. In many countries’ catalogues are both 

distributed in book frameconjointly accessible 

over the Web. Printed catalogues were 

ordinarilyprovided free of charge. 

 

History: 

 

Phone catalogues are a sort of city catalog. 

Books posting the occupants of a whole city 
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were broadly published starting within the 18th 

century, before the development of the 

telephone.  

The first phone catalog, comprising of a single 

piece of cardboard, was issued on 21 February 

1878; it recorded 50 people, businesses, and 

other workplaces in Unused Sanctuary, 

Connecticut that had telephones.[4] 

 

The first British phone registry was distributed 

on 15 January 1880 by The Phone Company. It 

contained 248 names and addresses of people 

and businesses in London; phone numbers were 

not utilized at the time as endorsers were 

inquired for by title at the exchange.[5] The 

catalog is protected as portion of the British 

phone book collection by BT Archives. 

 

In 1938, AT&T commissioned the creation of an 

unused sort text style, known as BELL 

GOTHIC, the reason of which was to be clear at 

exceptionally little textual style sizes when 

printed on newsprint where little flaws were 

common. 

 

In 1981 France was the first nation to have an 

electronic directory [6] on a framework called 

Minitel. The catalog is called "11" after its phone 

get to number. 

 

In 1991 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled (in Feist v. 

Rural) that phone companies don't have a 

copyright on phone postings, since copyright 

secures imagination and not the insignificant 

labour of collecting existing information. 

 

1996 was the year the primary phone directories 

went online within the USA. Yellowpages.com 

and Whitepages.com both saw their begin in 

April.[7] 

 

In 1999, the primary online phone registries and 

people-finding destinations such as 

LookupUK.com went online within the UK. In 

2003, more progressed UK looking counting 

Constituent Roll got to be accessible on 

LocateFirst.com.  

 

 

Reverse Directories: 

Aninvertphonecatalog is sorted by number, 

which can be looked up to donate the title and 

address of the endorser. 

 

In Popular Culture: 

 

Tearing phone books in half has regularly been 

considered a deed of quality. There are Guinness 

World Records for tearing the foremost phone 

books inside a particular time period: the record 

for most phone books tore inside three minutes 

was built up by Tina Shelton in 2007 for females 

(21 books) [9] and by Edward Charon in 2006 

for guys (56 books).[10]  

 

The 1979 film The Jerk highlights the credulous 

hero Navin R. Johnson (depicted by Steve 

Martin) excited to find himself recorded within 

the local telephone registry, his title "in print" for 

the first time, after which a gun-wielding crazy 

person flips through his possess duplicate and 

picks "Johnson, Navin R." as his another 

"random victim bastard."  

 

The 1988 film Rain Man highlights an extremely 

introverted academic Raymond Babbitt (depicted 

by Dustin Hoffman), motivated by the real-life 

academic Kim Look (known for his capability of 

perusing and memorizing entire books inside an 

hour), who was competent of memorizing and 

presenting whole phone catalogues. 

 

The 1984 film The Terminatorhighlights the 

main "cyborg professional killer" enemy sent 

back in time to kill the character Sarah Connor. 

Knowing as it were the title and commonarea of 

the target, the cyborg 

employmentsphonedirectories from open phone 

booths to systematicallykilleverybodywithin 

theneighbourhood area with that title, within 

thearrange in which they showed upwithin 

thecatalog, causing the press and police to utilize 

the moniker 'The Phone Book Killer. 
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The Benefits of Telephone Directory Services 

 

A phone directory is one of the foremost 

valuable apparatuses of data in communication. 

The traditional difficult duplicate prints of the 

yellow and white pages have been in presence 

since 1878, and in late 20th century phone 

address books went online. From time to time we 

come over catalogues, whether in difficult or 

delicate print. Most individuals in any case 

ignore their significance, some of the time due to 

need of legitimate information on their utilize 

and benefits. A few of the slightest well-known 

phone helplines are the Sky Helpline and 

Tesco’s Helpline.  

This post examines a few of the points of interest 

of utilizing or subscribing to phone directories. 

 

 They provide contact info: -A 

phoneregistrymay be avaluableasset 

when trying to find phone numbers and 

physical or postal addresses of a person 

or organization. All you have got to do is 

to urge your white or yellow pages and 

see up the subscriber’s name and you'll 

get the points of interest. In this age of 

smart phones and hi-tech gadgets, it is 

indeedsimpler to see up data from online 

registries. This maysignificantlyoffer 

assistanceafter youneedto urge into 

contact with a long-lost companion or 

relative. You'll be ablemoreover get 

valuable contacts of 

proficientbenefitsuppliers or 

organizations. 

 

 You can use a directory to get 

emergency help: - Helpful contacts that 

you just can dial in case of the require for 

any crisisbenefit are included in 

eachphonecatalog. Whether you wish to 

call the fire brigade, the police in case of 

a burglary, protectadministrations, the 

Ruddy Cross or flying 

specialistadministrations for 

crisisclearings, the catalog will give you 

with the data. It too provides contacts of 

people such as specialists who can offer 

the requiredoffer assistanceto require care 

of an emergency. 

 

 Directories provide useful 

geographical information: - Apart from 

contact data, a phone catalog could be a 

valuable asset when it comes to 

topographical points of interest of a 

certain zone. A neighbourhood catalog 

gives the travel map of the specific 

region or locale. Typically, exceptionally 

accommodating to a individual who fair 

moved into a modern town or an 

individual arranging to visit a specific 

put. A few catalogues indeed incorporate 

seating charts of stadiums.  

 

 

The directory will too give you the postal 

codes of each road as well as both nearby 

and universal dialling codes. Separated 

from this data, the registry gives you 

with rules on how to utilize phone 

administrations and instrument you on 

how to dial up a number. 

 

 You can use a directory to market 

your business: -The yellow pages too 

called the classified catalog is distributed 

basically for businesses. It contains 

classified contact of experts and their 

businesses in in sequential order arrange. 

Submitting your proficient or trade subtle 

elements for distribution to these registry 

administrations may be an awesome way 

of showcasing your firm. The contact 

data given such as the area, phone 

numbers and postal addresses too offer 

assistance clients get easy get to.  

For progressed promoting, you'll be able 

pay up for printed commerce adverts to 

seem in a phone registry. This can be a 

great device of promoting since not at all 

like daily papers and magazines which 

are disposed of after perusing; a catalog 
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is held and is continuously inside users’ 
reach. Having your commerce recorded 

in a registry moreover increments its 

validity particularly when it comes to 

financial specialists and lenders. 

 

 Basic Subscription to the service is 
FREE: - You don't have to be pay for 

fundamentalposting in a phoneregistry. 

You yield your individual or tradepoints 

of interest and get free posting with 

nearly all catalogadministrations. Online 

catalogues will deliver you free links to 

your site which can incredibly boost your 

page rank. You'll be abletoalter your 

profile and subtle elements on online 

registriesfor complimentary. You 

moreover don’t have to 

bebuyfundamentalregistries, particularly 

in this time of web and technology. 

 

 

 

Conclusion: 

 

The point of this venture was to construct a 

Phoneregistry through which client is 

permitted to include, look, erase contacts of 

person and getto outside memory gadget. At 

the completion of this extendwe'll be able to 

include, look and erase contacts and 

consequently the venture will be completed 

effectively. 
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